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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Engain has conducted an ecological appraisal of a proposed development site in North 

West Cullompton, Devon, on 9th May 2013 (three fields to the north of Goblin lane) and 28th 

March 2014 (field to the south of Goblin lane). The site is being considered for residential 

development.  

The ecological appraisal has included a habitat survey, noting any signs of or potential for 

protected species, and an evaluation of biodiversity data records for the site and 

surroundings up to a distance of 1 km for designated wildlife sites and important species, 

and with a 4 km extended search for bats. 

Habitats  

Overall, the site is of moderate ecological value, being mainly comprised of semi-improved, 

cattle grazed, grassland. Features of ecological value within the site include native 

hedgerows, mature trees, a marshy grassland swathe to the north, designated as an Other 

Site of Wildlife Interest and a stream flowing along the northern boundary.  The site has 

good ecological connectivity with the wider landscape to the north and west via a 

hedgerow network, however connectivity is reduced to the east and south due to a 

residential estate. 

Species 

The habitats offer the potential for dormice, nesting birds, reptiles and badgers. Several 

mature trees have some suitability for roosting bats. The stream has potential to support 

foraging/sheltering/dispersing otters and water voles. Further surveys are recommended 

for bats, badgers, dormice, reptiles and breeding birds to ascertain the level of their use of 

the site habitats with connecting landscape features. Equally, if it is likely that this project 

will affect the watercourse, otter and water vole surveys may be required. 

Proposed Mitigation  

A precautionary approach to vegetation clearance will be implemented under an agreed 

Construction Environmental Management Plan for the protection of wildlife, including bats, 

nesting birds and reptiles. 
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Mitigation will be required for hedgerows, mature trees and the stream corridor to maintain 

connectivity between habitats. As a precautionary approach prior to any tree removal, 

suitable mature trees will be assessed and potentially inspected and surveyed for the 

presence of bats by a suitably qualified ecologist.  

An ecologist will conduct a pre-construction re-survey, to check for any changes on site. 

Advice and monitoring will be provided for the construction phase if required.  

Biodiversity Enhancement 

Enhancement will include planting with locally native species to provide additional 

connectivity to the existing hedgerow habitat around the perimeter of the site. The Devon 

Biodiversity Action Plan will be used as a guide to species.  

An ecological management plan will follow ecological targets and set habitat management 

actions to meet biodiversity objectives for the site, particularly focusing on grassland, 

hedgerow and protected species. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 Engain was requested by PM Asset Management to undertake an ecological 1.1

appraisal of an application site in North West Cullompton, Devon. The site is 

being considered for a residential housing development.  

 This appraisal is provided to the relevant authority in its capacity to decide 1.2

upon the merits or constraints of the application. It is necessary to evaluate the 

wildlife value and its potential to support important habitats and species, and 

further consider any resulting implications of the proposed development upon 

wildlife interest.  

 Ecological merit of the site has been assessed based on a survey of the key 1.3

habitats and the potential for protected species, and the site’s ecological 

connectivity with wider landscape features. Biological data records provided by 

third parties have also been included in the evaluation of the site, and the 

combination of the survey findings and data records provide the baseline from 

which to assess the implications of the proposals.  

 This report gives context to the relevant wildlife laws and policies applicable to 1.4

the application site, and presents the findings of the survey and data searches 

from which the evaluation of the wildlife value of the site is made. Potential 

effects of the proposed development have been assessed and measures for 

wildlife protection are provided. The protection measures are based upon 

recognised industry good practice. Mitigation proposals are discussed for 

habitats and species that can benefit by such measures. Long-term ecological 

management objectives are provided to improve this site’s biodiversity 

following the implementation of the development proposals. 
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2 SITE LOCATION AND GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Site Location 

 The site is located on the outskirts of Cullompton town, approximately 0.8 km 2.1

from Cullompton town centre and 1 km from the M5 motorway. The Ordinance 

Survey grid reference for the centre of the site is ST 017 078. 

General Description 

 The site is undeveloped and currently in use as agricultural farmland. The total 2.2

site area is approximately 13.8 ha. 

 Residences bound the south and east perimeters, whilst agricultural land lies 2.3

to the north and west. The site currently consists of 13.8 ha semi-improved 

grassland, with a mature, species-rich hedgerow perimeter to the south and 

west. The northern boundary consists of dense overgrown scrub, partitioning 

the grassland from the stream. On the opposite side of the stream is an area 

of land categorised as an Other Site of Wildlife Interest (OSWI). The boundary 

between the site and the housing estate to the east is an earth bank covered 

with ruderals, and a single standard mature oak tree. A new residential 

development lies southwest of the proposed development site. 

 The residential estate and M5 motorway separate the site from the wider 2.4

landscape. The wider landscape consists of continuous hedgerows, 

occasional trees and watercourses connecting it to the development site. 

 The soil at the site consists of freely draining slightly acid loamy soils (MAGIC 2.5

Map1).  
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3 LEGISLATION AND POLICY 

Relevant Legislation 

 The two principal European Union (EU) Directives relating to nature 3.1

conservation are the EU Habitats Directive (1992)2 and the EU Birds Directive 

(1979)3. Both of these Directives are transposed into national legislation 

through the Conservation of Habitats and Species (Amendment) Regulations 

20114. The Birds Directive is also implemented through the Wildlife and 

Countryside Act 1981 (as amended) 5.  

 The EU Habitats Directive protects certain species that are threatened across 3.2

Europe, and makes provision for the designation of wildlife conservation areas 

as Special Areas of Conservation (SAC). The EU Birds Directive makes 

provision for the designation of conservation areas for rare and vulnerable 

birds as Special Protection Areas (SPAs). 

 The Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981, with further protection from the 3.3

Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 (CRoW)6 Act 2000, makes provision 

for the designation of Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) and provides 

for the conservation and/or the protection of various species. In addition, 

badgers and their setts are protected from harm under the Protection of 

Badgers Act 19927 as amended by The Hunting Act 20048. 

 The Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act (NERC) 20069 extends 3.4

the biodiversity duty set out in the CRoW Act 2000 to public bodies and 

statutory undertakers to take due regard to the conservation of biodiversity. 

Section 41 of the NERC Act lists the habitats and species of principal 

biodiversity importance that require specific action. The planning authority has 

a duty to assess that there is no net loss of biodiversity on a site, no net loss in 

habitat connectivity and there is provision for adequate biodiversity 

enhancement. 

Relevant Policy 

 Regional and local planning authorities are to follow key principles to ensure 3.5

that the potential impacts of planning decisions on biodiversity conservation 

are fully considered. The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)10 sets 
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out the Government’s policies for the protection and enhancement of 

biodiversity through the town and country planning system. The NPPF 

encourages the contribution to and enhancement of natural and local 

environments, through minimising the impacts on biodiversity and providing 

net gains in biodiversity where possible.  

 Planning authorities are required to follow key principles in their consideration 3.6

of potential impacts of planning decisions on biodiversity conservation. 

Circular 06/05: Biodiversity and Geological Conservation11 provides guidance 

on the application of the law relating to planning and nature conservation and 

complements the NPPF. 

 The presence of species protected under UK and European legislation are a 3.7

material consideration when a planning authority is considering a development 

proposal that, if carried out, would be likely to result in harm to the species or 

its habitat. Ecological appraisals and protected species surveys are required 

by planning authorities to inform the planning application. 

 Biodiversity 2020: A strategy for England’s wildlife and ecosystem services12, 3.8

provides the UK Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) and country level biodiversity 

strategies for England, based on the list of habitats and species listed under 

the NERC Act.  

 Local BAPs give valuable information on local conservation priorities. The 3.9

Devon BAP13 is the local BAP relevant to this site. 
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4 METHODOLOGY  

Evaluation of Existing Biodiversity Records 

 Biological records for the site and the immediate surrounding land have been 4.1

evaluated in May 2013. The data covers a radius of 1 km from the site 

boundary for protected and notable species, 5 km for statutory designated 

habitats, 1 km for non-statutory designated sites and an extended search of 4 

km for bats. Site plans, aerial photographs and relevant internet information 

has also been reviewed.  

 Devon Biodiversity Records Centre, the National Biodiversity Network14 and 4.2

Natural England’s Nature on the Map15 have provided biological records for 

protected and notable species and information on sites with non-statutory 

conservation designations.  

 Information on sites with statutory conservation designations was found using 4.3

the UK Government’s Countryside Geographic Information website (MAGIC 

Map1). 

Extended Phase 1 Habitat Survey 

 The survey is based on the phase 1 habitat survey methodology of the Joint 4.4

Nature Conservancy Council (2007)16.  In this, the main habitat types present 

within the survey area are mapped using standard habitat codes. The 

additional (extended) investigation relates to the identification of habitats that 

may support protected species, and the investigation includes searching for 

the signs of such species. 

 Target notes (shown on the habitat plan at Appendix 1) are used to indicate 4.5

ecological points of interest and describe details of the habitats found.  

 Particular protected species considered during the survey have included 4.6

badgers (Meles meles), dormice (Muscardinus avellanarius), white-clawed 

crayfish (Austropotamobius pallipes), otters (Lutra lutra), water voles (Arvicola 

amphibious), reptiles, nesting birds and bats. The potential or actual presence 

of any other species, which could present a constraint to the proposed 

development, was also noted (e.g. invasive species). 
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Limitations 

 An extended phase 1 survey of the three fields north of Goblin lane was 4.7

conducted on 9th May 2013. This is an optimal time to carry out the survey. A 

second extended phase 1 survey of the field south of Goblin lane was 

conducted on 28th March 2014. Although this is early in the vegetation growth 

season, this has not limited the identification of the habitats present or the 

potential for protected species, and the scoping of the required detailed 

species surveys. 

 Engain cannot verify the accuracy of third party information.  4.8

 Extended phase 1 habitat surveys are not definitive and represent a snapshot 4.9

of the ecological status of a site. Data records help to provide a historical 

context, however the absence of a species does not ensure that it does not 

use the site.  

 There were no weather or seasonal limitations to the timing of the survey. 4.10
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5 ECOLOGICAL FINDINGS 

 The following section provides an evaluation of the biological data records and 5.1

describes the main habitats and notable species (or signs of) recorded during 

the extended phase 1 survey. Appendix 1 provides a plan of the habitats to 

refer to with the text. Target Notes (TN 1 to TN 10) identify particular points of 

ecological interest. Appendix 2 provides photographs. 

Biological Data Records 

 Devon Biodiversity Records Centre and Magic Map1 have provided ecological 5.2

data regarding statutory and non-statutory designated sites and the following 

summarises this information. 

Statutory Designated Site Records 

 There are two statutory designated wildlife sites within 5 km of the site (Table 5.3

5-1). 

Table 5-1 Statutory Designated Wildlife Sites within 5 km of the Site 

Site Name Designation Distance and 
Direction 
from Site 

Size 
(Ha) 

Designating Features 

Charwell 
Wetlands 

Local Nature 
Reserve 

4.7 km south 
west 

1.27 Fed by natural springs, 
peat has formed at the 
centre of the site. The 
wetland vegetation has 
the characteristics of a 
fen meadow. 

Grand Western 
Canal 

Local Nature 
Reserve 

4.9 km north 
west 

50.1 Stretch of isolated man-
made canal, offering 
habitats that waterfowl, 
bird species, otters and 
insects have colonised, 
as well as bankside 
vegetation, hedgerows 
and orchids 

 

Non-Statutory Designated Site Records 

There is one non-statutory designated sites within 1 km of the site. 
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Table 5-2 Non-Statutory Designated Wildlife Sites within 1 km of the 
Site 

Site Name Designation Distance and 
Direction 
from Site 

Size 
(Ha) 

Designating Features 

St, Andrew’s 
Hill 

OSWI 0.1 km north 1.8 Semi improved neutral 
& marshy grassland 

 

Habitats and Species of Principal Importance 

 The UK and Devon Biodiversity Action Plans (BAP) list the following habitats 5.4

that are relevant within and adjacent to the site. UK BAP habitats are marked 

with (*) and Devon BAP habitats with a (**): 

! Coastal and floodplain grazing marsh*; 

! Deciduous Woodland* and; 

! Species rich native hedgerows**. 

 

 The UK and Devon BAPs list the following species that are relevant within and 5.5

adjacent to the site. UK BAP species of principal importance are marked with 

(*) and Devon BAP species of principal importance with a (**): 

! European otter* **; 

! West European hedgehog (Erinaceus europaeus)*; 

! Hazel dormouse* **; 

! Barn owl (Tyto alba)**; 

! Brown hairstreak (Thecla betulae)* and; 

! Primrose (Primula vulgaris)**. 

 

Habitats and Flora  

 An extended phase 1 habitat survey was conducted on the 9th May 2013 by an 5.6

experienced ecologist. The findings of the survey are as follows. 

Manmade Structures  

 A residential property is situated in the southwest corner of the west field. It is 5.7

separated from the grassland by wooden fencing. 
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Grassland 

 The majority of the site consists of semi-improved grassland (Appendix 2, 5.8

photograph 1), which has been recently grazed by cattle.  

 The sward in all three fields north of Goblin lane is dominated with sweet 5.9

vernal-grass (Anthoxanthum odoratum), meadow foxtail (Alopecurus 

pratensis), common-bent (Agrostis capillaris) and broad-leaved dock (Rumex 

obtusifolius). 

 The sward of the field south of Goblin lane consists of occasional cock’s foot 5.10

tussocks (Dactylis sp.), red fescue (Festuca rubra), common-bent and other 

Agrostis sp., with a small amount of perennial rye grass (Lolium perenne). 

Other species present include meadow buttercup (Ranunculus acris), 

dandelion (Taraxacum officinale), creeping buttercup (Ranunculus repens), 

common sorrel (Rumex acetosa), Yorkshire fog (Holcus lanatus), common 

yarrow (Achillea millefolium), common cat’s ear (Hypochaeris radicta). 

Stands of Mature/Immature Trees and Hedgerows 

 The majority of the field boundaries are species-rich, outgrown or defunct 5.11

hedgerows. There is some curtilage hedgerow on the eastern boundary with 

the residential estate, as well as an area of managed hedgerow in the 

southwest corner of the site.  

 Hedgerow species include bramble (Rubus fruitcosa), hawthorn (Crategeus 5.12

monogyna), elder (Sambucus nigra), holly (Ilex aquifolium), blackthorn 

(Prunus spinosa), hazel (Corlyus avellana), oak (Quercus robur), and ash 

(Fraxinus excelsior). 

 A mature pedunculate oak with splits in several main limbs and possible 5.13

hollows is located on the eastern boundary (Appendix 1, TN 1). A second 

mature pedunculate oak with a split in the lower limb and minimal ivy covering 

the trunk is located halfway along the northern boundary (Appendix 1, TN 2).  

A number of standard trees are present in the boundaries of the field to the 

south of Goblin lane, including ash and mature oak. 
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 Two mature sycamore trees (Acer pseudoplatanus), with sparse ivy occurring 5.14

on the easterly tree, are located on the northern boundary (Appendix 1, TN 3), 

as well as three mature ash trees (Appendix 1, TN 4) and a mature beech 

tree. The ground flora includes foxgloves (Digitalis purpurea; Appendix 1, TN 

5), as well as bluebells (Hyacinthoides non-scripta) and greater stitchwort 

(Stellaria holostea).  

 A dry depression with a drain at the centre of it is located on the northern side 5.15

of the stream (Appendix 1, TN 6).   

 A partially eroded hedge bank with bluebells and celandine (Ranunculus 5.16

ficaria) is located underneath ash, common beech (Fagus sylvatica) and 

sycamore in the northwest corner of field 1 (Appendix 1, TN 7).  

 A disturbed badger sett, with several entrances, is located along the western 5.17

boundary of the eastern field. There is a lot of loose earth in the hedge and the 

burrow entrance is roughly the right size and shape. 

 A mature oak is located in the corner where hedgerows 4 and 5 meet 5.18

(Appendix 1, TN 8).  

Tall Herb, Tall Ruderal, Short Perennial   

 There are no specific areas of tall herb or ruderal within the development site. 5.19

Scrub 

 There are several areas of dense and scattered scrub within the site. The 5.20

majority of these areas are dominated by bramble. Other species present 

include field rose (Rosa arvensis). 

Watercourses and water bodies 

 A shallow flowing stream borders the northern boundaries of the eastern and 5.21

western fields. On the southern bank of the stream in the eastern field is 

fenced defunct hedge. A substantial drainage ditch runs along the northern 

perimeter of the central field, which is bordered by dense shrub and the 

occasional mature tree. This ditch joins the stream in the eastern field. In the 
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western field the banks of the stream are interspersed with dense scrub, 

species-rich hedgerow and lone mature trees. 

Invasive and Notifiable Species 

 Common ragwort (Jacobaea vulgaris), a notifiable species, was recorded on 5.22

site. There was evidence of the invasive plant species Japanese knotweed 

(Fallopia japonica) adjacent to the new development to the east of the field 

south of Goblin lane (Appendix 1, TN 9). This vegetation patch has been 

fenced off but shows signs of new growth. There was no evidence of 

Himalayan balsam (Impatiens glandulifera). 

 Devon Biodiversity Records Centre provided four records of Japanese 5.23

knotweed and two records of Himalayan balsam, within a 1 km radius of the 

proposed development site. 

Fauna 

Bats 

 There was no evidence of bats using the site during the site visit. There are 5.24

numerous mature trees within the site that may provide suitable places of 

shelter for bats. A number of mature oak trees on the site have holes, cracks 

and fissures that could potentially be utilised by bats.  

 The stream and hedgerow network on site may potentially be used as a flight 5.25

path and foraging corridor by bats.    

 Records received from the Devon Biodiversity Records Centre provided 5.26

mainly common species of bat, including common pipistrelle (Pippistrellus 

pipistrellus), brown long-eared bat (Plecotus auritus) and noctule (Nyctalus 

noctula), within 4 km radius of the site. An unidentified long-eared bat 

(Plecotus sp.) was also reported.  

Dormice 

 No evidence of dormice was found during the site visit. The habitat suitability 5.27

for this species within and adjacent to the site is considered to be good, as the 
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hedgerows are fairly species rich and they provide good connectivity for 

dormouse movement.  

 Devon Biodiversity Records Centre provided two records of dormice within a 1 5.28

km radius of the site.  

Great Crested Newts 

 There is no evidence of great crested newts on the proposal site. The stream 5.29

on site is fast flowing and is not considered suitable habitat for great crested 

newts (Triturus cristatus). All other ditches on site are dry. 

 No records of great crested newts within a 1 km radius of the site were 5.30

provided in the Devon Biodiversity Records Centre and there are no suitable 

water bodies for great crested newts evident within 500 m of the site according 

to OS maps and aerial photographs. 

 White-Clawed Crayfish 

 There is no evidence of white-clawed crayfish on the proposed site. The 5.31

stream is not considered appropriate habitat for white-clawed crayfish due to 

the lack of large rocks to shelter beneath.  

 Devon Biodiversity Records centre provided no records of the native white-5.32

clawed crayfish or the invasive and non-native American signal crayfish within 

1 km of the site. The National Biodiversity Record provided six records of 

white-clawed crayfish within 3 km of the site. 

Otters 

 The survey found that there was potential suitable habitat to be used by otters 5.33

for spraint (faeces) sites and lying-up sites along stream corridors. There were 

a number of potential holt (exposed tree root systems or similar structures on 

river banks) sites found.  

 Devon Biodiversity Records Centre had five records of otters within a 1 km 5.34

radius of the site. 
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Water Voles 

 There were no obvious burrow entrances, water vole droppings, latrine sites, 5.35

prints or feeding debris found.  

 No records of water voles within a 1 km radius of the site were provided in the 5.36

data search. 

 There was no evidence of non-native mink (Mustela vison), known to heavily 5.37

predate upon water voles.  

Birds 

 The site has the potential to support an assemblage of farmland species year-5.38

round, in conjunction with the surrounding landscape. The site contains 

suitable nesting habitat in the mature hedgerows, native trees and overgrown 

scrub along the riverbanks. Various bird species are anticipated to use these 

areas within the site for nesting and feeding during the breeding season 

(approximately March to August). 

 The site has potential for barn owls in the various mature trees scattered 5.39

throughout the field boundaries.  

 The data search provided records of barn owls, barn swallows (Hirundo 5.40

rustica), common kingfisher (Alcedo atthis), sand martin (Riparia riparia) and 

common swift (Apus apus) within a 1 km radius of the application site. One 

record of little egret (Egretta garzetta) was also reported.  

Reptiles and other amphibians 

 No evidence of reptiles was recorded on site during the survey, however the 5.41

mosaic of habitats within the site including hedges, scrub, tall ruderals and 

semi-improved grassland is suitable for reptile species, particularly slow 

worms (Anguis fragilis).  

 There is a pile of cut logs at the bottom of the southern field (Appendix 1, TN 5.42

10). This has potential as habitat for reptile species. 
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 Devon Biodiversity Records Centre provided numerous records of common 5.43

frogs (Rana temporaria) within a 1 km radius of the development site. 

Badgers 

 There is evidence of badger activity on site. A currently disused sett is 5.44

apparent in a central hedgerow.  

 Devon Biodiversity Records Centre provided five records of badgers within 1 5.45

km radius of the application site.  

Other Mammals 

 Numerous rabbit (Oryctolagus cuniculus) burrows were identified, particularly 5.46

within the parallel bank boundaries that separate the fields and the northern 

ditch boundary of field 2. 

 Devon Biodiversity Records Centre provided no records of mammals other 5.47

than those listed above, within a 1 km radius of the application site. 

Invertebrates 

 The site was suitable to support a moderately diverse assemblage of 5.48

invertebrates; the diversity of invertebrates is likely to be moderate due to the 

somewhat intensive grassland management. 

 Devon Biodiversity Record Centre provided no records of invertebrates within 5.49

a 1 km radius of the application site. 
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6 EVALUATION, PROTECTION & ENHANCEMENT 

 This section describes the ecological value and sensitivities of the site as 6.1

evident after the extended phase 1 habitat survey, and outlines further 

investigations or mitigation related to the proposed development. The 

designated habitats in proximity to the site are firstly evaluated, followed by 

habitats on site and lastly potential for or presence of protected and notable 

species.  

Designated Sites 

 There are two statutory designated sites within 5 km of the site. Charwell 6.2

Wetlands lies approximately 4.7 km southwest from the site. It is a local nature 

reserve comprising fen meadow type habitat, which is fed by natural springs 

and has an area of peat land. The Grand Western Canal lies 4.9k m northwest 

from the site and supports numerous waterfowl species as well as rare 

bankside vegetation and orchids. The development is considered unlikely to 

cause a negative impact upon these protected sites, due to the urban 

developments that already exist in the landscape between them. 

 There is one non-statutory designated site, categorized as an OSWI, within 1 6.3

km of the site. This is an area of marshy grassland located adjacent to the 

eastern field on the opposite side of the stream which runs along the northern 

boundary of this field. Two vast expanses of floodplain grazing marsh lies 1.4 

km northeast and 1.7 km south. The proposed development site does not lie 

within the catchment of any of these designated sites and is not considered 

likely to affect them, due to intervening land use and distance from the site. 

Habitat Quality 

 The overall ecological value of the development site is considered to be 6.4

moderate. Key habitats are stream and ditch corridors, mature hedgerows and 

tree lined field boundaries that provide features of ecological value and 

connectivity to the surrounding habitats. The majority of hedgerows and trees 

will be protected, retained and enhanced. A Construction Environmental 

Management Plan (CEMP), agreed with the relevant authority, will be 

produced to protect the hedgerows and trees during construction. 
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Bats 

 There is the potential for bats to use the mature trees and hedgerows within 6.5

the site for perching, foraging and commuting flight lines to connected 

habitats. The desk study contained reports of three common species within 4 

km radius of the proposed site; brown long-eared bats, common pipistrelles 

and noctules. 

 Native bat species receive full protection under UK and European legislation 6.6

including the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended), the CRoW Act 

2000, and the Conservation of Species and Habitats (Amendment) 

Regulations 2011. It is an offence to wilfully or recklessly disturb or harm 

individual bats or to destroy, damage or obstruct a place of shelter used by 

bats, even if bats are absent. 

 Mature trees that may be affected by the proposals will be surveyed for 6.7

roosting bats according to best practice guidelines. Should bats be found to be 

roosting within the trees on site then mitigation including an European 

Protected Species (EPS) mitigation licence may be required. Natural England 

takes 30 working days (approximately 6 weeks) to determine a licence 

application.  A series of activity surveys for bats will be carried out on site in 

order to inform as to the usage of the various features on site by foraging and 

commuting bats, and to give an indication of the species richness and 

abundance of bats at the site.  

 Contractors will be made aware of their responsibilities and if bats are 6.8

encountered, further ecological advice will be sought. A CEMP will be 

produced by the contractor(s) and will detail the precautionary measure to 

protect bats during construction works. The principles will be provided to the 

planning authority, and will include agreed lighting and landscaping plans. 

 Hedgerows and mature trees will be retained and enhanced, wherever 6.9

possible, and will be kept dark as new lighting from the proposed development 

will be directed away from these important wildlife corridors. Bat boxes will be 

installed within existing trees on the site to provide additional roosting 

opportunities. This will be at a suitable density to reflect the scale of the 

development proposals. 
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Dormice 

 There is the potential for dormice to inhabit hedgerows and woodland within 6.10

the proposal site. 

 Dormice are protected by the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as 6.11

amended), the CRoW Act 2000, and the Conservation of Species and Habitats 

(Amendment) Regulations 2011 against intentional or reckless harm and 

destruction or obstruction of places used for shelter.  

 A dormice nest tube survey of hedgerows and woodland will be carried out.  6.12

 If dormice are present within hedgerows on the site Natural England may 6.13

provide a license to undertake hedgerow removal works that would normally 

constitute an offence. A license can only be obtained once planning 

permission is granted. The timing of hedgerow removal works may be 

restricted and suitable mitigation planting and enhancement would be likely to 

be required. Guidance on the protection of dormice will be provided in a CEMP 

and an Environmental Management Plan (EMP) will include objectives for 

enhancement and management of the site for dormice.  

 Mitigation may be required in advance of development and may involve the 6.14

planting of new areas of native trees, hedgerows and shrubs to provide cover 

and foraging habitat. Equally, existing habitats can be modified to promote 

dormouse populations, for example, structural or species diversity can be 

increased. Dormouse nest boxes may be used to encourage dormice away 

from habitat to be lost and as replacement nesting opportunities. Relocation of 

dormice should only be used as a last resort, when no other mitigation 

solutions can be found. 

 Clearance of dormouse habitat is seasonally constrained. The optimal periods 6.15

are April and May when dormice are active but not yet breeding, or September 

and October after young have been reared but before hibernation. 

Great Crested Newts 

 There are a number of fast flowing streams on the site. These are not 6.16

considered appropriate habitat for great crested newts.  
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 No further surveys are required for great crested newts, and they are therefore 6.17

not considered to be a constraint to the proposed development at the site. 

White-Clawed Crayfish 

 There are a number of fast flowing streams on the site. These are not 6.18

considered appropriate habitat for white-clawed crayfish. 

 No further surveys are required for white-clawed crayfish, and they are 6.19

therefore not thought to be a constraint to the proposed development at the 

site.  

Otter 

 Otters could be present within the riparian habitat of the stream corridor. The 6.20

desk study had five records of otters within 1 km of the site. 

 Otters are protected by the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended), 6.21

the CRoW Act 2000 and the Conservation of Species and Habitats 

(Amendment) Regulations 2011. It is an offence to willfully or recklessly harm 

an otter and to destroy, damage or obstruct places used for shelter by otters.  

 If the proposed development is likely to result in pollution or disturbance to the 6.22

river corridor habitat, an otter survey will be required. Otter surveys can be 

carried out at any time of year.  

 A CEMP will be produced to address control of any potential impacts that 6.23

could occur to the riparian habitat within and adjacent to the site during 

construction. An ecological management plan will include objectives to 

manage and enhance the riparian habitat of the stream corridor for otters 

following consultation with the Environment Agency (EA). 

 Following implementation of further surveys, protection of riparian habitat and 6.24

enhancement of riparian habitat, it is considered that the proposals would 

increase the suitability of the riparian habitat for otters. 
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Water Vole 

 The ditch and stream habitat is suitable to potentially be used by water voles. 6.25

The desk study had no records of water voles, which would indicate that their 

populations may be low in this area at this time, however their numbers are 

thought to be increasing in Devon, following recent reintroductions. 

 Water voles are protected by the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as 6.26

amended) and the CRoW Act 2000. It is an offence to willfully or recklessly 

harm a water vole and to destroy, damage or obstruct places used for shelter 

by water voles. 

 A water vole survey will be carried out to inform the proposals. 6.27

Nesting Birds 

 Birds may use a number of habitat types within the site for the purposes of 6.28

nesting and feeding. The desk study had five records of birds, including a little 

egret, sand martin, common swift, common kingfisher and barn swallow. 

 It is an offence under UK legislation to wilfully destroy or damage the nest of a 6.29

wild bird while it is being built or is in use in any location (Wildlife and 

Countryside Act 1981 (as amended) and the CRoW Act 2000). 

 If ground clearance works are necessary during the breeding season, potential 6.30

bird nesting habitat will be assessed and the appropriate level of mitigation 

then applied prior to any works. 

 Where potential nesting habitat needs to be removed or altered, this will be 6.31

undertaken outside of the breeding season (which runs approximately from 

March to August inclusive).  

Reptiles 

 There are areas of dense scrub and semi improved grassland, particularly 6.32

along the northern field boundaries. This matrix of habitats is considered 

optimal for reptiles.  
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 All native UK reptile species are protected by UK legislation including the 6.33

Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended) and the CRoW Act 2000, 

against intentional or reckless harm. 

 A precautionary approach to site and vegetation clearance will be taken and 6.34

an ecologist will inspect the site for reptiles prior to site clearance. Should 

animals be found, a suitable mitigation strategy will be agreed with the 

relevant authority and detailed in a CEMP, to ensure their protection either by 

removal and translocation to a safe area or avoidance.  The enhancement and 

creating of a mosaic of habitats such as hedgerows and scrub will enhance 

the habitat for reptiles. An EMP will be produced and will include objectives for 

enhancement and management of the site for reptiles. 

Badgers 

 There is evidence of an old badger sett on site. The desk study had six 6.35

records of badgers, which would indicate that there maybe a number of setts 

within the vicinity. 

 Badgers and their setts are protected under the Protection of Badgers Act 6.36

1992 as updated by The Hunting Act 2004, which makes it an offence to kill, 

injure or take a badger or to interfere with a badger sett.  

 A badger survey will be carried out and the results will be presented in a 6.37

confidential report that will not be placed within the public domain. A badger 

mitigation plan and a badger licence from Natural England may be required, 

should badgers be present on site. Natural England may provide a license to 

undertake works that could disturb badgers and which would normally 

constitute an offence under the Protection of Badgers Act 1992 and The 

Hunting Act 2004.  

 A badger survey can be undertaken at any time of year, although autumn and 6.38

spring are the most suitable months for conducting badger surveys, when thick 

vegetation has died back.  
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Invasive Species 

 Ragwort was recorded within the site. Ragwort is a problem if there are 6.39

grazing animals within close proximity to the site17 and may therefore require 

further action. The desk study had two records of Himalayan balsam and four 

records of Japanese knotweed within 1 km. Japanese knotweed was recorded 

opposite the new development adjacent to the field south if Goblin lane.  

 These species are non-native, invasive and detrimental to native habitats and 6.40

are listed on Schedule 9 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as 

amended). As a result it is illegal to plant or otherwise cause Himalayan 

balsam or Japanese knotweed to grow in the wild and there is a legal 

requirement to control it.  

 Himalayan balsam plants can be removed by hand in early spring prior to the 6.41

plant going to seed (late May). Spraying foliage in early spring with glyphosate 

can also control plants. 

Ecological Enhancement Options 

 It is current government policy (NPPF) and legislation (NERC 2006) to protect 6.42

and enhance areas ecologically. The following section therefore provides 

measures to achieve this at an appropriate scale for this development taking 

into account the Devon BAP and UK BAP objectives for species and habitats 

relevant to the proposal site. 

 Overall the site is currently of moderate ecological value and has the potential 6.43

for ecological enhancement. The development will accommodate the following 

enhancement measures: 

! The inclusion of appropriate locally native plant species in landscape 

planting plans. The Devon Biodiversity Action Plan will be used as a 

guide to the appropriate species mix; 

! Installation of bat and bird boxes in existing trees on the site, and 

installation of bat bricks and suitable boxes within the development; 

! The management and enhancement of hedgerows, mature trees to 

improve ecological quality and structure; and 
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! Protection and improvement the adjacent area of marshy grassland 

designated as an OSWI. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 

 The existing ecological value of the proposed development site is considered 7.1

to be moderate. There is the potential for protected species on site including 

bats, badgers, dormice and breeding birds.  

 Suitable detailed species surveys will be carried out for badgers, bats where 7.2

suitable trees may be affected, dormice and breeding birds. These will 

establish the extent of activity and methods to avoid effects from the proposed 

development.  

 It is the responsibility of those involved with the development works to ensure 7.3

that due diligence is demonstrated in complying with wildlife protection and 

nature conservation legislation at every stage of the project. Such legislation 

applies even in the absence of related planning conditions.  

 The site has the potential for ecological enhancement through good design 7.4

practice and principles. Such ecological enhancement will take account of 

connectivity with the surrounding landscape and biodiversity.  

 Further additional ecological work will include: 7.5

! Bat transect survey (April to October); 

! Badger survey and investigation (November to April); 

! Dormouse survey (March – November optimal); 

! Tree assessment and inspection for bats if mature trees are to be 

removed; and 

! Ecological management and biodiversity enhancement plan. 
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Appendix 1: Habitat Plan
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Appendix 2: Photographs 

 
 
Photograph 1: Semi-improved grassland with mature trees and hedgerows.
 


